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CAHF Programme of work: 2014-2016 
Building market infrastructure for Africa’s housing finance sector 
 
The Centre for Affordable Housing Finance in Africa (CAHF) is a non-profit, research & advocacy organisation 
established in 2014.  The CAHF has grown out of FinMark Trust’s housing finance theme area, which was started 
in 2003, and which it continues to serve. 

Vision:  an enabled affordable housing finance system in countries throughout Africa, where governments, 
business, and practitioners work together to provide a wide range of housing options accessible to all. 

Mission:  to make Africa’s housing finance markets work, with special attention on access to housing finance for 
the poor, through the dissemination of research and market intelligence, supporting cross-sector collaborations 
and a market-based approach. 

Goal: to see an increase of investment in affordable housing and housing finance throughout Africa: more 
players and better products, with a specific focus on the poor. 
 

Programme summary and overall objectives: The development and deepening of Africa’s housing finance sector 
through the provision of data and market intelligence, as well as capacity building among key players, to support 
practitioner investment decisions and policy developments, leading to increased investment in affordable 
housing and housing finance in Africa.  The programme also provides a strong resource base on which FSDs and 
other country-level NGOs can draw as they consider housing finance within their wider national strategies. 
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Introduction 

Problem Statement and Rationale 

Africa’s housing finance sector has been going through considerable growth and change over the last decade, 
responding to the broader economic growth opportunities in many countries on the continent, as well as to the 
pressures of rapid urbanisation.  Historically, housing has been primarily a personal exercise – households 
themselves, whether wealthy or poor have constructed the majority of housing on the continent.1  This is now 
changing, and over the past ten years, developers have been moving in to build housing2, and housing finance 
systems are reconfiguring themselves accordingly.  Mortgage markets are also slowly developing3, and as 
economic frameworks improve, some investors are starting to look in this direction.4 

This is important – we need the scale.  In this new, young sector, however, the focus has been on the high value 
market, while the overwhelming majority of the need (and demand), is among very low, low and middle income 
households.  Of course, this is to be expected: new markets generally start where there are margins to support 
the perceived risk.  In the absence of accurate and trended market information, a clear indication of risk and 
return, and track records that prove long-term viability, practitioners move to familiar territory and high margin 
activities.  Investment in real estate has therefore become increasingly popular, while attention to housing is still 
seen as the purview of government. As nations urbanise further, and as economies develop under the pressure of 
new dynamics (recent mineral discoveries, for example) explicit effort must be placed on harnessing practitioner 
interest further down market, where the demand is significant and the need is great. Governments cannot serve 
this market alone. It is also worth considering that the very success of residential property markets at the top end 
may well be exacerbating the access challenges faced by households at the middle and bottom end of the 
affordability spectrum.   

A key link in this chain is housing finance – investment capital, construction capital, end user finance, and all the 
facilitative interventions (guarantees, insurance, subsidies, etc.) that happen in between.  This section of the 
financial sector is underdeveloped for two reasons.  First, financial sector development initiatives focus largely 
on other sectors: insurance, agriculture, small business development, and mobile money.  The notion of a 
housing sector in the African context is still very new and the financial sector is unfamiliar with its dynamics.  
This is possibly because of the second reason: that housing finance is dependent on a much wider array of 
activities that together comprise the housing value chain – activities that are beyond the financial sector’s reach.  
In some ways, this is not unlike the agricultural sector – yet increasing activity in that direction is supported by 
promise of livelihood improvements and economic growth.  As an economic good, agriculture is just another 
(albeit complex) aspect of enterprise development, something with which the financial sector is familiar.  
Housing, on the other hand, is not seen as a contributor to the economy, but rather, as a social welfare good, a 
drain on the fiscus, and therefore the target of donor interventions.   

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1
!See!Tomlinson,!R!(2007)!A!literature!review!of!housing!finance!development!in!subASaharan!Africa.!

http://www.housingfinanceafrica.org/document/aAliteratureAreviewAofAhousingAfinanceAdevelopmentAinAsubAsaharanAafrica/!!
2
!News!reports!show!a!boom!in!Kenya’s!luxury!property!market!and!a!growing!number!of!countries!are!now!witnessing!largeAscale!residential!projects!

in!their!major!cities.!!!Examples!include!Tatu!City!in!Nairobi,!Kenya;!the!DRC’s!La!Cite!du!Fleuve,!in!Kinshasa,!and!the!Victoria!Island!development!Eko!

Atlantic,!in!Lagos,!Nigeria.!!Targeted!at!middleAupper!and!highAincome!earners,!these!residential!estates!often!byApass!the!development!challenges!

associated!with!stretched!local!authorities!by!providing!fully!serviced,!miniAcity!“islands”.!!!
3
!Since!2006,!after!doubling!year!on!year,!the!Egyptian!mortgage!market!carries!just!under!30,000!mortgage!loans.!Growing!at!a!similar!pace,!Kenya’s!

total!mortgage!book!at!endA2011!was!KSH!91.2!billion!(about!US$!1.1!billion)!with!16,135!mortgages!up!close!to!50%!from!the!previous!year.!The!

Tanzanian!government's!efforts!are!beginning!to!foster!change:!the!Tanzanian!Mortgage!Refinance!Corporation,!established!in!2010!as!a!mortgage!

liquidity!facility,!has!11!shareholding!banks!intent!on!building!the!country’s!mortgage!market.!!Nigeria!is!establishing!a!similar!facility,!expected!to!

launch!at!the!end!of!2013.!
4
!CAHF!(2013)!2013!Housing!Finance!Yearbook,!http://www.housingfinanceafrica.org/document/housingAfinanceAyearbookAfullAdocument/!!and!CAHF!

(2014)!2014!Housing!Finance!in!Africa!Yearbook,!http://www.housingfinanceafrica.org/document/housingAfinanceAinAafricaA2014Ayearbook/!!
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This approach is not only short sighted, it is clearly incorrect. The production and consumption of housing 
stimulates economic growth, and contributes substantially and measurably to sustainable livelihoods5. Property 
markets and the finance that drives them are central to the structure and performance of national and regional 
economies, and as the formal housing sector widens and deepens in Africa, this will be increasingly significant.  
The housing and housing finance sectors have a range of hidden multipliers that are particularly useful for 
developing economies.  Housing assets, whether geared with finance or not, can act as a financial springboard to 
micro and medium enterprise and human capital development, and can contribute to the realization of 
sustainable livelihoods.  Housing can also achieve a range of broader development goals, and so can operate as 
a beacon for other objectives.  And, as the middle class across Africa grows, housing finance offers the 
opportunity to support its stable growth.  The impact of home ownership and quality housing on political and 
social stability has been established.  It is also well understood that the opposite is true: limited housing 
opportunities can contribute to instability and undermine household livelihoods.  As Africa’s economies grow 
and develop, access to housing finance will become increasingly important to ensuring broad based economic 
growth and to protect against the potential for widening inequality. 

The Opportunity 

Today, by international comparisons, African mortgage markets are tiny. South Africa (at 22%) and Namibia (at 
18.2% in 2011) have the highest ratio of mortgage debt to GDP, and together with Mauritius (at 12.99% in 
2011), are the only countries in Sub-Saharan Africa with ratios above 5%.6  This compares with mortgage debt to 
GDP ratios of over 40% in North America and over 80% in certain European countries.7  After South Africa and 
Namibia, North Africa's mortgage markets are somewhat more developed with 13.85% in Morocco, 9.25% in 
Tunisia, though mortgage debt to GDP in Egypt is still only one percent.8  Despite recent growth, Kenya's ratio 
(with 19 879 mortgages at the end of December 2013) is only 3.46% and Ghana’s, 0.45 % in 2013.  There is 
clearly room for growth.  Notwithstanding the affordability challenges for the vast majority, Africa’s current 
mortgage market has not even begun to penetrate the demand that might exist. The World Bank estimates that if 
only the top 3% of Africa’s population were to access mortgages, the continent's mortgage debt to GDP ratio 
could rise to 18% (12%, excluding South Africa). This activity could contribute as much as $300 billion to GDP.9 

Then, there is the much wider market for non-mortgage housing finance – pension backed lending in some 
jurisdictions, and more broadly, housing microfinance and household savings to support lower-income earning 
households’ incremental housing processes.  Research undertaken by CAHF estimated a potential demand for 
housing microfinance in urban areas across Africa, of about $3,6bn - $7,6bn – and this just for the first loan, with 
an average loan size of less than $1000.10  On the supply side, there is already some activity in recognition of 
this demand.  For example, Select Financial Services Limited is a retail financial services group that targets the 
working poor, offering housing microloans to borrowers who then construct their housing incrementally.  Select 
has operations in a number of countries in Southern Africa.  ProCredit provides home improvement loans on a 
commercial basis in Mozambique, as do Akiba Bank and the Entrepreneurs Financial Centre in Tanzania, 
Centenary Bank in Uganda, and Pulse Financial Services in Zambia.  And then there is a range of NGO-
supported initiatives that are increasingly adopting commercial principles in an effort to meet the scale of 
demand on a sustainable basis. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

5
!Research!undertaken!by!the!Centre!for!Affordable!Housing!Finance!in!Africa!has!found!housing!asset!performance!to!be!especially!significant!with!

respect!to!the!social!asset.!!See!http://www.housingfinanceafrica.org/projects/rdpAassetsAstudy/!and!specifically!

http://www.housingfinanceafrica.org/document/governmentAsubsidisedAhousingAassetsAqualitativeAreport/!!
6
!CAHF!(2014)!2014!Housing!Finance!Yearbook,!http://www.housingfinanceafrica.org/document/housingAfinanceAinAafricaA2014Ayearbook/!!

7
!The!Housing!Finance!Information!Network!(Hofinet)!has!extensive!data!on!housing!finance!globally,!but!less!for!African!countries!–!we!are!working!

hard!with!Hofinet!to!grow!the!representation!of!African!countries!on!their!database.!!See!www.hofinet.org!!
8
!Hofinet,!2011.!

9
!Beck,!T!et!al!(2011)!Financing!Africa!Through!the!Crisis!and!Beyond.!World!Bank.!!

http://www.mfw4a.org/fileadmin/2011forum/pdf/Financing%20Africa%20Through%20the%20Crisis%20and%20Beyond.pdf!!
10
!See!Kihato,!M!(2009)!Scoping!the!demand!for!housing!microfinance!in!Africa:!status,!opportunities!and!challenges.!!

http://www.housingfinanceafrica.org/document/scopingAtheAdemandAforAhousingAmicrofinanceAinAafricaAstatusAopportunitiesAandAchallenges/!!
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These developments are not entirely unsupported.  The African Housing Microfinance Initiative (AHMFI) 
comprises six organisations that each work at the local level in support of local housing microfinance initiatives: 
Rooftops Canada, Habitat for Humanity International, REALL (formerly known as Homeless International), We 
Effect (formerly known as the Swedish Cooperative Centre), Development Workshop, and CAHF.11  The World 
Bank’s effort in the mortgage markets in many countries has been significant and the IFC is also increasingly 
invested in housing finance systems.  The French development agency, AfD, is currently developing a strategy to 
support housing finance systems, AfDB is currently finalising research to better understand Africa’s housing 
markets, and UN Habitat, of course, has always considered housing finance systems among its work.  Recently, 
in an effort to coordinate these activities, Making Finance Work for Africa (MFW4A) established a Donors 
Working Group on Housing Finance (DWG).  Members include MFW4A, AfD, AfDB, DID, EIB, FinMark Trust 
(CAHF), GIZ, IFC, UN Habitat, World Bank.  Each of these organisations is involved in the housing finance 
sector in Africa, and is now seeking to find a better, collaborative approach for achieving their mutual goals.   

While these activities are significant, they together face the same challenge: poor market infrastructure and an 
immature housing market across Africa. Without an established track record on which to build, interventions are 
either highly subsidised, or deemed pilots, or both.  And still, too often these interventions are not documented, 
so the lessons learned become locked in specific initiatives and lost to the wider development goals of the sector.   

It is into this niche that the CAHF’s work is targeted. CAHF’s mission is to make housing finance markets work, 
with special attention on access to housing finance for the poor, through the dissemination of research and 
market intelligence, supporting cross-sector collaborations and a market-based approach. The vision of CAHF is 
an enabled affordable housing finance system in countries throughout Africa, where governments, business, and 
advocates work together to provide a wide range of housing options accessible to all.  We want to see an 
increase of investment in affordable housing and housing finance throughout Africa: more players and better 
products, with a specific focus on the poor. 

CAHF’s Approach 

CAHF’s overall approach involves four broad categories of work, which take the question of housing finance 
markets in Africa from the theoretical to the practical:  

• Data & analytics: this creates the information base from which to do an initial assessment.  Regional 
comparisons support local-level understanding and benchmarking. 

• In-depth research & information: deeper dive investigations into key concepts or local contexts allows for 
more nuanced understanding of challenges and opportunities. 

• Policy analysis & dialogue: the prevailing policy and regulator framework is then considered in terms of 
research findings and insights, and a process towards policy change is developed. 

• Investment and innovation facilitation and support: Targeted, catalytic support to local champions and 
initiatives is offered.   

 
Throughout, CAHF maintains an on-going process of strategic engagement and networking with key players at 
the local, regional, continental and international level, through which it promotes its ideas and champions its 
vision and mission towards the achievement of its goals.  An ongoing cycle of monitoring and review of the 
market to identify opportunities and test the effectiveness of interventions, supports a continuous learning process 
and consolidates three platforms: a knowledge platform, an advocacy platform, and a market development 
platform. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

11
! AHMFI! is! a! new! initiative.! ! Coordinated! by! CAHF,! its! work! is! currently! limited! to! a!monthly! newsletter! to! a! growing!mailing! list! of! recipients!

interested! in! housing! microfinance.! ! Its! members! have! been! involved! individually! in! supporting! housing! microfinance! in! Africa! for! some! time,!

however.!
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CAHF’s work programme is then structured across four themes: 

1. Understanding housing markets: this involves an in-depth research programme to establish how housing 
markets – both formal and informal – function, and the demands that this places on policy, products and 
systems in the housing sector.  This theme provides the research underpin to inform the advocacy and 
support work of CAHF.   

2. Exploring innovation in housing finance: in under-developed markets, all work can be classified as 
innovative.  This theme gives special focus to innovation that extends access to housing finance for lower 
income earners – whether through the development of mortgage guarantees to support access to mortgage 
finance, the development of a housing microfinance sector that addresses the needs of those still lower 
down, or interventions which might be implemented by the state in support of a market-based approach 
that reaches the 
poor.   

3. Monitoring housing 
sector performance: 
data-intensive, this 
theme champions 
the information 
needs of investors, 
practitioners and 
policy makers 
towards better 
decision-making and 
implementation in 
the housing sector.  
The theme focuses 
explicitly in making 
affordable and low-
income markets – 
whether formal or !"#$%*%%
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informal – visible, as a strategy to support product innovation and effective targeting of lower income 
segments. Outputs from this theme include dashboards, indices, various benchmarking and tracking 
initiatives, and trended market analysis. 

4. Supporting housing sector market development: in this theme, CAHF’s work takes on a practical 
application, with a direct focus on its goal of seeing an increase of investment in affordable housing and 
housing finance throughout Africa: more players and better products, with a specific focus on the poor.  
Support is offered directly to industry practitioners (such as through the African Union of Housing Finance 
(AUHF), and the African Housing Micro Finance Initiative (AHMFI)), more broadly through the promotion of 
professional development, and then in the development of tools that facilitate investment decision-making. 

 
Of course, the real challenge 
in the development of market 
infrastructure is that it is 
actively used at the local level 
towards the achievement of 
the overall goal: more players 
and better products with a 
specific focus on the poor.  
To this end, CAHF’s approach 
is to develop broad 
frameworks, methodologies, 
and insights at the 
international, continental and 
regional level, and to use this 
as a basis to support local 
partners (FSDs and other 
bodies) to address the need 
for support, institutional and 
organisational infrastructure 
at the local level.   

!  

Page%24%%

!
Support'infrastructure:!Regional!
data!&!analytics,!
databases,!tools!!
and!!
dashboards!
!
!

Support'infrastructure:!Regional!
industry6bodies,!service!providers!!
&!information!

Institutional'infrastructure:!
Country6level!policies,!laws!&!
regulations!

Support'infrastructure:!
Country6level!industry!
bodies,!service!providers!
&!information!

Organizational'
infrastructure:!
Country6!level!
practitioners:!
private,!public,!

&!NGO!

CAHF!focus:!building!
market!support!
infrastructure!(service!
providers,!information)!at!
the!regional!/!continental!
level!

CAHF!focus:!advisory!
support,!data!frameworks,!
local!research,!etc.,!to!
support!local!partners(FSDs!
or!other!bodies)!to!address!
institutional,!organizational!
and!support!infrastructure!
at!the!local,!country!level!
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Programme of Work: 2014-2016 

CAHF has developed a comprehensive programme of work with the support of its main funders, FSD Africa, the 
National Housing Finance Corporation, the FinMark Trust, and the African Union for Housing Finance. The 
overall goal of the effort is an enabled affordable housing finance system in countries throughout Africa, where 
governments, business, and advocates (including country-level FSDs and other institutions) work together to 
provide a wide range of housing options accessible to all, but especially low income earners. 

 

The focus of our efforts is on building the thickness of information (both qualitative and quantitative, through 
research and data initiatives) in the housing finance market to encourage engagement by both the public and the 
private sectors.  In this, we seek to establish housing finance as a distinct and recognisable sector, highlighting 
opportunities for policy and practice and supporting especially, private sector innovation.  While private sector 
engagement and support can happen both on a regional and national level (depending on the geography of the 
player), policy engagement and advocacy happens primarily at the local level, explicitly in collaboration with 
local level practitioners. 

 

CAHF’s work programme is structured across four broad themes: 

1. Understanding housing markets: this involves an in-depth research programme to establish how housing 
markets – both formal and informal – function, and the demands that this places on policy, products and 
systems in the housing sector.  This theme provides the research underpin to inform the advocacy and 
support work of CAHF.   

2. Exploring innovation in housing finance: in under-developed markets, all work can be classified as 
innovative.  This theme gives special focus to innovation that extends access to housing finance for lower 
income earners – whether through the development of mortgage guarantees to support access to mortgage 
finance, the development of a housing microfinance sector that addresses the needs of those still lower 
down, or interventions which might be implemented by the state in support of a market-based approach 
that reaches the poor.   

3. Monitoring housing sector performance: data-intensive, this theme champions the information needs of 
investors, practitioners and policy makers towards better decision-making and implementation in the 
housing sector.  The theme focuses explicitly in making affordable and low-income markets – whether 
formal or informal – visible, as a strategy to support product innovation and effective targeting of lower 
income segments. Outputs from this theme include dashboards, indices, various benchmarking and tracking 
initiatives, and trended market analysis. 

4. Supporting housing sector market development: in this theme, CAHF’s work takes on a practical 
application, with a direct focus on its goal of seeing an increase of investment in affordable housing and 
housing finance throughout Africa: more players and better products, with a specific focus on the poor.  
Support is offered to local FSDs and NGOs involved in financial sector development in specific countries, 
directly to industry practitioners (such as through the African Union of Housing Finance (AUHF), and the 
African Housing Micro Finance Initiative (AHMFI)), more broadly through the promotion of professional 
development, and then in the development of tools that facilitate investment decision-making. 

 

Across these four themes, a broad range of initiatives are planned, and are funded by various parties, as 
illustrated in the table below.  Following the table, descriptions of each initiative are provided.   
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THEMES GEOGRAPHIC 
FOCUS 

 PROJECTS  FUNDING PARTNERS 
FSDA FMT NHFC OTHER 

Understanding 
the housing 
market 
 

Regional 101 Quantifying the role of housing in the economy      

South Africa 102 Annual housing finance research initiative     

Regional 103 Annual housing finance research initiative     

Regional 104 Case study / Policy briefs: short research papers     

Exploring 
innnovation in 
housing finance 

Regional 201 Housing microfinance research     
Regional 202 Annual housing finance research initiative into innovation     

Regional 203 Impact Real Estate     

Monitoring 
housing sector 
performance 

Regional 301 Develop a "Doing Housing Indicators" programme     

Regional 302 
Housing Performance Index - initial scoping and testing 
(to start in Year 2) 

    

Regional 303 Maintain and grow Housing Investors Dashboard     

Regional 304 Hofinet data      

Multi-country 305 CityMark Dashboard (SA, SADC, Africa)     

South Africa 306 SA Housing Markets Performance Dashboard     

South Africa 307 Mortgage loan performance analysis      

South Africa 308 
FSC Review: progress of housing finance interventions of 
the FSC - new 

    

Regional 309 Housing finance yearbook      

Regional 310 Website & social media     

Supporting 
market 
development 

Regional 401 Investors Programme     

Regional 402 AUHF Support     

Regional 403 AHMFI support     

South Africa 404 Support to MFSA     

Regional 405 Housing finance courses     

South Africa 406 In-house professional development seminars     

Regional 407 Annual housing finance meeting     

Multi-country 408 Ongoing TA to FSDs     

Kenya 409 Kenya Finance for Housing Framework     

Zambia 410 Zambia Finance for Housing Framework     

Malawi or other 411 Country Finance for Housing Framework     

Angola 412 Angola Finance for Housing Framework     
Multi-country 
(SADC) 

413 MAP Country     

Regional 414 Stakeholder database & networking platform: DSC portal     

South Africa 415 SA Housing Policy Framework     

South Africa 416 SA Title Deeds Rectification Programme     

South Africa 417 SA stakeholders bi-annual round table     

South Africa 418 Online information / helpline for the public     

Regional 419 Participation in international seminars     

 

The overall programme and specific projects are described briefly, below. 

 

Theme 1: Understanding housing markets  

This involves an in-depth research programme to establish how housing markets – both formal and informal – 
function, and the demands that this places on policy, products and systems in the housing sector.  This theme 
provides the research underpin to inform the advocacy and support work of CAHF.   
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THEMES GEOGRAPHIC 
FOCUS 

 PROJECTS  FUNDING 
FSDA FMT NHFC OTHER 

Understanding 
the housing 
market 
 

Regional 101 Quantifying the role of housing in the economy      

South Africa 102 Annual housing finance research initiative     

Regional 103 Annual housing finance research initiative     

Regional 104 Case study / Policy briefs: short research papers     

 
The four initiatives planned in terms of this theme are the following: 

101 Quantifying the role of housing in the economy 

Internationally, the significance of the housing construction and residential property sectors in the economy is 
well understood and accepted. This is because housing construction necessarily involves a series of other 
sectors: building materials, construction, finance, professional services, and so on, as the different links in the 
housing value chain come together to deliver housing.   Housing construction also leads the economy after 
completion.  A house newly built is sold to a buyer, usually with finance.  Once the buyer moves in, he or she 
buys new furniture and appliances.  Over time, the homeowner is likely to invest in home improvements, also 
often financed.  An analysis considering these factors in both the formal and informal construction sectors in 
African economies has never been done, however.  The study into the role of housing in seven economies in 
Africa is nearing completion – work in this area will consider the recommendations of the research and the 
implications arising from the challenges experienced by the study.   

102 Annual Housing finance research initiative: South Africa 

Annually, CAHF will identify a key research initiative in consultation with its partners, drawing on insights 
generated through the round tables and discussion forums and its experience.  Key areas requiring policy 
attention in South Africa include: application of the FLISP subsidy policy to non-mortgage housing finance; 
promotion of housing microfinance as a viable approach for the GAP market; government funded supports to 
stimulate investment in affordable housing (guarantees, incentives, etc.); and possibly also hypothesis testing on 
the impact of housing finance and title deeds in affordable markets. The FSC also offers opportunities for policy 
development, specifically in terms of a FUNDISA programme for housing.  Historically, the FUNDISA 
programme has been a matched savings programme supported by government to promote savings for education.  
The current FSC envisions the application of FUNDISA for housing purposes. A research programme would be 
developed at the beginning of the year, between NHFC and CAHF jointly, and then carried out. 

103 Annual Housing finance research initiative: regional 

Annually, CAHF will seek to explore a key research question relevant to the wider housing finance sector in 
Africa and specifically the FSD fraternity.  This will be identified in consultation with local FSDs and NGOs and 
will be multi-country study and will involve economic, statistical, and social research efforts, both quantitative 
and qualitative.  The studies will enable for some level of cross-country comparisons and exchange, and will 
assist local FSDs build their own research and intervention programmes in housing finance for the following 
year.  For example, in the first year, to support the overall theory of change, the proposed research project will 
be to establish the demand side “income pyramid” and supply side “housing delivery value chains” for at least 
three countries: Kenya, Malawi and Angola.  A further area of research to be considered is to identify the cost 
components of the housing construction process, along the full housing delivery chain, and critically how these 
are financed. 

104 Case studies / policy briefs: short research papers 

Across Africa, policy makers and practitioners are grappling with key issues that have been addressed to some 
degree in other contexts.  In this area of work, short case studies on key issues will be developed to inform a 
broader research and dialogue process, drawing on experiences from across Africa and within South Africa.  
Case studies could include policy options, such as guarantee mechanisms to support lending further down 
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market, the structuring of subsidy interventions, incremental housing, etc.; or practitioner experience, such as 
public private partnerships, raising long term capital, business models for housing microfinance, etc. The case 
studies would be disseminated through a variety of mechanisms, including housing finance courses such as the 
Wharton International Housing Finance Programme and University of Cape Town housing finance courses, the 
Frankfurt School’s course, etc., raising the profile of African experience in these forums.  They would further be 
disseminated at local level through FSDs, industry bodies, local university programmes, and so on.   

 

Theme 2: Exploring innovation in housing finance 

In under-developed markets, all work can be classified as innovative.  This theme gives special focus to 
innovation that extends access to housing finance for lower income earners – whether through the development 
of mortgage guarantees to support access to mortgage finance, the development of a housing microfinance sector 
that addresses the needs of those still lower down, or interventions which might be implemented by the state in 
support of a market-based approach that reaches the poor.   

 

THEMES GEOGRAPHIC 
FOCUS 

 PROJECTS  FUNDING PARTNERS 
FSDA FMT NHFC OTHER 

Exploring 
innnovation in 
housing finance 

Regional 201 Housing microfinance research     
Regional 202 Annual housing finance research initiative into innovation     

Regional 203 Impact Real Estate     

 

The three initiatives planned in terms of this theme are the following: 

201  Housing microfinance research 

The field of housing microfinance is growing and developing in Africa, and is demanding attention.  Certainly, 
practitioners in the field are exploring new approaches for managing the requirements for retail engagement 
while also pursuing the scale that will make their businesses viable.  The role of housing support services in the 
housing microfinancing process is another area of exploration.  CAHF is interested in the breadth of research that 
will better enable us to understand the potential and role of housing microfinance in improving access to 
housing and housing finance for low income earners across Africa.  

202  Annual housing finance research initiative into innovation 

A key focus of CAHF’s work is to encourage or stimulate the financial sector to develop innovative products, 
services and policies to address the specific needs of lower income earners, making their housing processes more 
efficient and effective for their purposes.  This might involve the development financial tools – a new mortgage 
product, the development of an instalment sale or rent-to-buy product for a particular niche market in the 
affordable housing sector, a guarantee mechanism to address key risks that undermine lenders’ engagement in 
the market, affordability support mechanisms like subsidies, tax incentives or other mechanisms, construction 
finance interventions, and so on.  In consultation with its partners, CAHF will identify areas for exploration on an 
ongoing basis and support research in this regard. 

203  Impact real estate 

Impact Real Estate is a programme designed to shift and apply the concept of impact investing to the affordable 
housing sector, drawing on the efforts and experiences used in the emerging sector of impact investment, to 
highlight the opportunities in affordable housing markets.  The programme will track and aggregate publicly 
available data on housing practitioners – their annual financial statements and key components of their practice 
(loan size, term, target market, NPL, ROI, etc.  Further, approaches to better understand industry performance 
and to communicate this more widely to investors and policy makers will be developed.  
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A further component of this programme will involve tracking lender performance on a segmented basis, not only 
in South Africa as CAHF has already done for the past few years12, but also in other countries and among 
specifically the members of the AUHF.  The development of case studies of successful businesses will comprise a 
component of this programme and offer material for further publication.  The programme will engage with 
various social media platforms to entice new players into the sector, while also supporting the work of existing 
and early stage investors.   

 

Theme 3: Monitoring housing sector performance  

Data-intensive, this theme champions the information needs of investors, practitioners and policy makers 
towards better decision-making and implementation in the housing sector.  The theme focuses explicitly in 
making affordable and low-income markets – whether formal or informal – visible, as a strategy to support 
product innovation and effective targeting of lower income segments. Outputs from this theme include 
dashboards, indices, various benchmarking and tracking initiatives, and trended market analysis. 

 

THEMES GEOGRAPHIC 
FOCUS 

 PROJECTS  FUNDING PARTNERS 
FSDA FMT NHFC OTHER 

Monitoring 
housing sector 
performance 

Regional 301 Develop a "Doing Housing Indicators" programme     

Regional 302 
Housing Performance Index - initial scoping and testing 
(to start in Year 2) 

    

Regional 303 Maintain and grow Housing Investors Dashboard     

Regional 304 Hofinet data      

Multi-country 305 CityMark Dashboard (SA, SADC, Africa)     

South Africa 306 SA Housing Markets Performance Dashboard     

South Africa 307 Mortgage loan performance analysis      

South Africa 308 
FSC Review: progress of housing finance interventions of 
the FSC - new 

    

Regional 309 Housing finance yearbook      

Regional 310 Website & social media     

 

Critically, the theme will contribute towards the development of a clear and demonstrable track record, which 
can confirm market viability and sustainability, quantify opportunity and chart a pathway towards successa. The 
housing sector in Africa has not been well documented, and attention paid is primarily to the activities of the 
NGO and government sector. The initiatives in this respect will focus on identifying, documenting and 
highlighting the players and details of their practice. 

The ten initiatives planned in terms of this theme are the following: 

301 Doing Housing Indicators 

The development of “Doing Housing Indicators”, akin to the World Bank’s “Doing Business Indicators” will seek 
to elevate the housing sector into economic debates by providing the data and analytic supports necessary to do 
this.  The indicators would track housing sector performance along the value chain, considering access to land 
and services, construction finance and investor capital, end user finance and its appropriateness given income 
distributions, the housing supply sector and availability of building materials and labour, property market 
dynamics, the housing policy regime, and so on.  The Doing Housing Indicators would be the first ever, 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

12
!See!the!work!on!housing! loan!performance! in!South!Africa:!http://www.housingfinanceafrica.org/projects/housingAloanAperformance/!as!well!as!

work! exploring! the! housing! finance! access! frontier! in! South! Africa! and! across! a! number! of! other! countries! in! the! SADC! region:!

http://www.housingfinanceafrica.org/projects/housingAfinanceAaccessAfrontier/!!
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economic analysis of residential real estate opportunities available in Africa, and would assist in highlighting the 
challenges and identifying the opportunities.  

302 Housing Performance Index 

The Housing Performance Index is intended as an internationally comparative index that rates countries on the 
basis of how their housing sectors perform.   While “housing starts” are a lead economic indicator in developed 
economies across the globe, Africa’s economies do not track such a figure, and housing features not at all in the 
indicators used to measure economic health.  Among the range of indices that have been produced, none 
explore the housing sector.  This index would determine a score on the basis of a composite of indicators, all 
based on the housing asset framework developed by CAHF over the years.13 Once developed and tested, it 
would be broadly and widely shared, used as a mechanism to highlight key challenges and opportunities in 
Africa’s national and regional housing markets.  Such an indicator would also begin to highlight the role of 
housing, and explicitly affordable housing, in broader economic development and health – something the news 
media might catch on and also promote.  

303 Maintain and grow Housing Investors Dashboard 

The Housing Investors Dashboard has been an initiative underway for the past year.  The effort involves the 
compilation of all publicly available data for 17 countries (the 14 SADC countries, plus Kenya, Ghana and 
Nigeria) and structuring these into navigable dashboards responding to key housing investment questions.  To 
date, FinMark Trust has invested just under R1 million (about US$100 000) in this initiative – the dashboards are 
expected to be launched on the CAHF website.  FSDA Support will grow the dashboard to include more 
countries, to update the data on an annual or as needed basis, and to source new and more relevant data to 
enable more targeted analytics as the system grows.  A special focus in this area is the level of Chinese 
investment in African real estate.  CAHF is part of the Africa-China Urban Initiative14, which seeks to promote 
dialogue and understanding between Chinese and African urban practitioners.  In the housing finance space, the 
initiative has a first goal to document the breadth of Chinese investment in residential development in Africa, and 
thereafter to establish connections between key practitioners.  Investment in this project will enable country-level 
FSDs to champion key housing-related data in their jurisdictions 

304 Contribution to Hofinet 

The Housing Finance Information Network (HOFINET) is a quality-assured web portal (www.hofinet.com) that 
consolidates regularly updated international housing finance knowledge in one central, easily accessible place.  
The HOFINET country channel provides consolidated and standardised housing and housing finance sector data 
by country.  Country-level editors submit the data for inclusion on the portal, which then becomes a point of 
reference for researchers, policy makers and investors.  Currently only a few African countries are included in the 
global database.  The focus of this exercise is to ensure that country data for at least all FSD countries is included 
in the portal.   

305 Citymark Dashboard 

The CityMark Dashboard is a web-based tool designed to target investors’ attention to affordable housing market 
opportunities in key markets within South Africa.15  Using deeds registry data together with data from public and 
private sources, the CityMark Dashboard analyses the market with analytics on market size, market dynamics 
and market potential.  Investors in South Africa use this tool to more precisely target their interventions. A public 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

13
!CAHF’s!housing!asset!framework!is!described!here:!http://www.housingfinanceafrica.org/themes/understandingAtheAhousingAasset/!!

14
!This!initiative!is!coAmanaged!by!Development!Workshop,!an!NGO!based!in!Angola,!and!the!Centre!for!African!Studies!at!Peking!University!in!Beijing,!

China.!!With!seed!funding!from!the!Bill!&!Melinda!Gates!Foundation,!the!initiative!is!still!seeking!further!funding!to!carry!out!its!objectives.!!A!website!

on!the!initiative!is!forthcoming.!
15
!For!a!short!video!on!the!CityMark!dashboard,!visit!http://www.housingfinanceafrica.org/blog/presentingAtheAnewAcitymarkAdashboardAmeasuringA

propertyAmarketAopportunityAinAsouthAafrica/!!
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dashboard is available on our website: http://www.housingfinanceafrica.org/citymark/ and reports generated to 
date, using the tool, are available here: http://www.housingfinanceafrica.org/projects/citymark/ To date, FinMark 
Trust has invested over R2 million (US$200 000) in this initiative.   CityMark’s operations in South Africa are 
supported by the National Housing Finance Corporation.   

306 SA Housing Markets Performance Dashboard 

This is an initiative to promote better data and analytics in the SA housing sector, so that practitioners in the 
public and private sector can understand the scope, breadth and performance of the South African housing 
sector, and use this to develop their products and play their roles more effectively. The effort will conceptualise 
the approach, establish a sustainable data-collection methodology, build a framework in which the data 
collected from different sources can be collected, and then to develop and maintain this framework – whether it 
is a dashboard or some other mechanism.  This would involve identifying potential data sources and sourcing 
what is available; engaging with partners in the public and private sectors regarding the data they have and how 
this might be brought into a common platform; managing data collections, cleaning, mining and merging 
processes; publishing updates regularly; and developing insights arising from the data. 

307 Mortgage Loan Performance Analysis (South Africa) 

The Mortgage Loan Performance Analysis has been developed over the past four years as a collaborative effort 
between CAHF and Eighty20.  The original analysis sought to understand the performance of Financial Sector 
Charter target market mortgage loans versus the wider mortgage market.  Performance data is necessary to 
establish the parameters in which lending can proceed in new, under-served markets. Given the risk levels, only 
an analysis of the data can identify efficient mechanisms that might mitigate or help manage risks.  These issues 
are particularly pertinent in light of the pending Mortgage Guarantee Initiative expected to support private sector 
lending in this market.  In the course of three further iterations a complex and focused methodology has been 
developed that uses Credit Bureau data to analyse mortgage loan performance on a market segmented basis. This 
initiative will continue to be undertaken in partnership with Eighty20, who developed the methodology.   

308 FSC Review (South Africa) 

The second phase of the Financial Sector Charter was promulgated in November 2012, effective over the period 
from January 2012 – December 2017. The opportunities for the FSC towards growing South Africa’s housing 
finance sector are considerable.  A key issue for the FSC's success is the monitoring of performance by financial 
sector players.  In the first phase, origination was carefully monitored and BASA submitted origination data to the 
FSC Charter Council.  A key gap, however, was the monitoring of loan and product performance - this is 
important for the creation of a track record which could encourage lenders to extend their products and services 
to the target market and low income earners even after the FSC, with all of its incentives, expires.  While the 
Mortgage Loan Performance Analysis addresses some of this, it is envisioned that a wider monitoring programme 
is necessary; specifically to look into the other, non-mortgage housing finance related investments that the FSC 
seeks to promote. This would involve ongoing, semi-annual monitoring of FSC origination and performance 
statistics relating to the broad expectations for housing investment as set out in the Code.  

309 Housing Finance in Africa Yearbook 

The Housing Finance in Africa Yearbook has already been published for five years – 2014 marked the 5th edition 
of the publication, and will included 43 country profiles and 4 regional profiles, all setting out the state of 
housing finance this year, across Africa.  It was first launched in 2010 with just 15 country profiles. The yearbook 
provides housing practitioners with a current update of practice and developments in housing finance in Africa, 
reflecting dynamic change and growth in the market.  While the aim of the yearbook is to offer a broad overview 
of housing finance and housing development in Africa, special emphasis is placed on the key challenge of 
housing affordability and access to housing processes. It is published on our website and a limited edition of 
hard copies are printed and distributed at the annual AUHF conference.   
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310 CAHF Website & Social Media 

CAHF already has an established website (www.housingfinanceafrica.org) which acts as the library of its own 
work, and the central point of information on affordable housing finance markets in Africa.  FSDA support will 
enable this website to be maintained and grown, together with CAHF’s Facebook page 
(https://www.facebook.com/HousingFinanceAfrica which acts as a key networking effort, highlighting 
opportunities not only within CAHF’s domain but also wider, and twitter account (@keciarust).  

 

Theme 4: Supporting housing sector market development 

In this theme, CAHF’s work takes on a practical application, with a direct focus on its goal of seeing an increase 
of investment in affordable housing and housing finance throughout Africa: more players and better products, 
with a specific focus on the poor.  The housing sector is still in its infancy and practitioners operate in their 
specific niche segments with a very narrow collection of colleagues.  The development of a housing industry 
depends on the creation of better networks between the players, across the niches, and across the various links in 
the value chain.  The objective here is to frame the sector by connecting the stakeholders with one another and 
supporting their ongoing collaboration and engagement.  Support is offered to local FSDs and NGOs involved in 
financial sector development in specific countries, directly to industry practitioners (such as through the African 
Union of Housing Finance (AUHF), and the African Housing Micro Finance Initiative (AHMFI)), more broadly 
through the promotion of professional development, and then in the development of tools that facilitate 
investment decision-making. 
 
THEMES GEOGRAPHIC 

FOCUS 
 PROJECTS  FUNDING PARTNERS 

FSDA FMT NHFC OTHER 

Supporting 
market 
development 

Regional 401 Investors Programme     

Regional 402 AUHF Support     

Regional 403 AHMFI support     

South Africa 404 Support to MFSA     

Regional 405 Housing finance courses     

South Africa 406 In-house professional development seminars     

Regional 407 Annual housing finance meeting     

Multi-country 408 Ongoing TA to FSDs     

Kenya 409 Kenya Finance for Housing Framework     

Zambia 410 Zambia Finance for Housing Framework     

Malawi or other 411 Country Finance for Housing Framework     

Angola 412 Angola Finance for Housing Framework     
Multi-country 
(SADC) 

413 MAP Country     

Regional 414 
Stakeholder database and networking platform: DSC 
portal 

    

South Africa 415 SA Housing Policy Framework     

South Africa 416 SA Title Deeds Rectification Programme     

South Africa 417 SA stakeholders bi-annual round table     

South Africa 418 Online information / helpline for the public     

Regional 419 Participation in international seminars     

 

Nineteen initiatives will be undertaken in this theme. 

401 Investors Programme 

To frame the support to be provided over the course of the five years, an Investors Programme is proposed, to 
identify and champion increased investment into affordable housing finance across Africa.  In the first year, the 
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programme will start with a series of meetings held with investors and potential investors, to identify the issues 
they face when operating in this sector.  The process of engagement will also seek to build the data in the 
housing investors dashboard, highlighting what money exists for investment, has been committed, performance 
metrics achieved, and so on.  By the second year, this database of practitioners and their track record will form 
the basis for a meeting to explore the potential for broadening market participation and improving the investment 
case for affordable housing. The meeting would then lead into a detailed set of proposals based on the issues 
raised in the discussions, informing CAHF’s work for years 3-5.  

402 AUHF Support 

The African Union for Housing Finance (AUHF) is an industry association of housing financiers, housing 
corporations and other stakeholders from across the continent.   The AUHF currently has 40 members from 16 
countries.  CAHF provides Secretariat support to the AUHF, producing the monthly newsletter, organizing 
networking sessions (including the annual conference), and serving members.  AUHF membership fees 
(US$2500 per organization) pay for these services.  This network offers a key opportunity to champion sector 
growth, and it is proposed that a CEO roundtable be established to draw in strategic support, in a sort of 
modified coaching programme for AUHF members interested in participating.  In the first year, support would 
develop and initiate the programme; in subsequent years it would be to grow it further.  It is expected that this 
investment would also support the AUHF in growing its membership base and creating a more viable and 
effective industry body for the growing housing finance sector across Africa.  Of course, particular emphasis 
would be given to FSD countries.   

403 AHMFI support 

The African Housing Microfinance Initiative (AHMFI) is a new initiative established by six support organisations 
working in housing microfinance in Africa: Rooftops Canada, Habitat for Humanity International, Homeless 
International, the Swedish Cooperative Centre, Development Workshop, and CAHF, which acts as the 
coordinator of the AHMFI initiative.  AHMFI seeks to grow and support the housing microfinance sector in Africa 
so that it contributes towards better access to effective and affordable housing finance.  In this, AHMFI has four 
objectives: to collate and share information and to commission research to develop a body of knowledge for 
HMF practice in Africa; to strengthen the capacity of HMF practitioners in Africa through technical assistance 
and training; to provide a networking function; and to be grounded in practice.  AHMFI is working with 
MicroFinance South Africa (MFSA) to champion the development of HMF products among existing MFIs in 
Southern Africa. CAHF produces the AHMFI newsletter, and promotes the growth of the HMF sector across 
Africa through other initiatives under these four objectives.  

404 Support to MFSA 

Microfinance South Africa (MFSA) has defined the promotion of developmental lending as one of its strategic 
areas for intervention among is membership. To this end, MFSA and CAHF have entered into a partnership to 
promote HMF lending among MFSA members.  This involves popularizing the concept among MFIs, and then 
working with individual MFIs to develop HMF products, source wholesale finance, and deliver the product to 
market.   

405 Housing finance courses  

In support of professional development in the housing finance sector, the International Housing Finance 
Programme for Sub-Saharan Africa is being offered this year for the second time by the University of Cape Town 
in partnership with the Wharton School’s International Housing Finance Programme.  Established with 
considerable support from FinMark Trust, this programme is now largely sustainable, though scholarships to 
enable the participation of individuals from non-profit and small commercial operations would be well used.  
CAHF has a goal to grow this programme further, however, to offer specialist seminars on key housing finance 
issues that might be commissioned in specific countries, or which might attract participants to the UCT campus.  
CAHF also plans to explore the potential for short-courses on particular topics.  
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406 In-house professional development seminars 

In-house professional development will be offered to specific companies, championing the role of data and 
analytics in policymaking and programme implementation; and in the structuring of public private partnerships.  
A key input to this process would be the CityMark dashboard, however other research and analytics undertaken 
as part of this overall programme would also be shared.   

407 Annual housing finance meeting 

CAHF will host an annual housing finance meeting of FSDs and/or other local NGOs, to explore their housing 
finance work and to consider opportunities for further market development.  At these meetings, CAHF will 
present the work it has done to date and offer insights into how this might be relevant for FSD / participant 
countries.  Participants from the countries will then present their work and the key issues they are facing.  The 
meetings will be structured to allow for maximum participation and problem-solving, offering participants 
opportunities to exchange ideas, share work, develop cross-country strategies (if relevant), and so on.  A key 
housing finance sector expert will facilitate the meeting and the outputs would include an overall record of 
discussion, and key country recommendations. Additional housing finance sector practitioners may be invited as 
observers or key resource people.   

408 Ongoing TA to FSDs 

Specific FSDs may want to develop housing finance programmes as part of their overall programme of work.  In 
this area of work, CAHF will provide technical assistance in the development of the entire programme, or 
specific aspects of it.  It is expected that this will involve at least one meeting in-country per year. In these 
relationships, it is expected that the local FSD will drive and fund their own programme, and CAHF (FSDA) 
support will be limited to the technical assistance involved in offering the macro picture – and all of its other 
work – for the local application. In addition to providing support into the FSD, CAHF will operate as an 
interlocutor, sharing information across FSDs and championing a housing finance focus as a key part of a 
financial sector deepening approach.    

As part of this work, CAHF will give explicit attention to: 

409 Kenya Finance for Housing Framework: working with FSD Kenya 

410 Zambia Finance for Housing Framework: working with FSD Zambia 

411 Other countries - Finance for Housing Framework: work has already been done to explore the potential 
in Malawi, Uganda, Rwanda, Tanzania, and Mozambique. 

412 Angola Finance for Housing Framework: CAHF is working with Development Workshop in Angola to 
implement a focused housing finance programme involving three components: [1] a housing client study 
on the four housing sectors: the State, the private sector, cooperatives and owner-builders; [2] a 
programme to monitor the supply and demand for housing finance in Angola, establishing frameworks 
and mechanisms to build information systems necessary to support the growth of the sector; [3] quarterly 
housing finance stakeholders’ forum.   These components would complement work that DW is already 
doing in the sector, specifically monitoring land market development and supporting the government in its 
UN Habitat III16 contribution. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

16
!The!United!Nations!Centre!for!Human!Settlements!(UN!Habitat)! is!having!its!third!United!Nations!Conference!on!Housing!and!Sustainable!Urban!

Development! (Habitat! III)!meeting! in!2016,! in!New!York.! !These! international!meetings!of!policy!makers!and!housing!sector!practitioners!are!held!

every! 20! years,! the! first! having! been! held! in! Vancouver,! Canada,! in! 1976,! and! the! second! in! Istanbul,! Turkey,! in! 1996.! ! Towards! this! meeting,!

countries! are! developing! reports! on! the! state! of! their! housing! sectors.! ! A! housing! finance! focus! in! these! papers!will! be! very! important! (it! is! not!
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413 MAP Country: FinMark Trust and the Centre for Financial Regulation and Inclusion (Cenfri) have 
established the MAP (Making Access Possible) programme.  In this initiative, CAHF will provide support to 
the inclusion of housing finance frameworks in the overall MAP programme.  Priority countries include 
Swaziland, Lesotho, Namibia, Botswana, Zimbabwe, Mozambique and Malawi.  

414 Stakeholder database and networking platform: DSC portal 

Scoping the breadth of the industry through the development of a stakeholder database and networking platform 
that helps practitioners find one another, facilitates connections between investors and projects, and 
communicates the breadth of activity and investment already underway.  CAHF will work with the Developing 
Smart Cities (DSC) platform17, an interest-based online knowledge and networking platform, currently in beta 
mode, to build up the African representation targeting African practitioners. Although still in private beta, the 
DSC platform is already a functioning, scalable online platform designed specifically for urban social enterprises 
and therefore useful for the residential sector in Africa.   

415 SA Housing Policy Framework 

Given CAHF’s base in Johannesburg, South Africa, substantial opportunity exists for it to engage in the ongoing 
development of South Africa’s housing policy framework.  This work would engage with any relevant aspect of 
the housing policy framework as it relates to housing finance and CAHF’s overall mission.  

416 SA Title Deeds Rectification Programme 

A key area of interest in the backlog in title deeds among government subsidised housing.  CAHF will work 
alongside its partners in support of the national titling effort, as part of broadly supporting a functioning property 
market in this country. 

417 SA stakeholders bi-annual round table 

Both as a dissemination mechanism, and innovation championing approach, a bi-annual round-table with key 
thought leaders in the housing finance sector will be held to address the critical issues and debates currently 
underway.  These sessions would be preceded by the preparation of an overview paper on a particular issue, to 
guide discussion.  Meetings would be recorded and summarised into a publishable document for broad 
dissemination.  Following the session, a detailed set of proposals based on the issues raised in the discussions 
would be developed to further direct CAHF’s and NHFC’s work in the sector.  The purpose of the roundtable 
would therefore be two-fold: first, to harness the innovation and insight of key thought leaders on a regular basis, 
for wider sharing; and second, to refine CAHF’s and NHFC’s approach in supporting the growth of South Africa’s 
affordable housing sector.  The agenda for the two meetings would be agreed between CAHF and NHFC, but 
could address issues such as the following: Understanding access to mortgage finance in South Africa: what are 
the barriers? / Promoting household investment in an incremental housing process: building the value chain. / 
Maximising the opportunities in the FSC II: how do we draw the financial sector in with enthusiasm? / How can 
we make housing affordable to the majority of South Africans? 

418 Online information / helpline for the public 

By accident, CAHF has become an ad hoc advice office for individuals seeking to access the FLISP or RDP 
subsidies. CAHF is looking to mainstream its efforts in this regard, and is considering the development of a 
consumer advice line / mechanism be established to address the FAQs received to date.   
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

explicitly! raised! in! the!UN!Habitat! guideline! document),! and! is! an! issue! that! CAHF!will! also! be! promoting! across! the! countries! in!which! it!works.!!

Development!Workshop!has!already!been!appointed!by!the!Angolan!government!to!prepare!the!Angolan!submission!to!the!meeting.!
17
! The!DSC!platform!has!been!developed!by!Smart!Cities!Advisors,! a! knowledge!and!advisory! firm! that,! since! founding! in!2008,!promotes! socially!

inclusive,!environmentally! sustainable!and! financially!viable!urban!enterprise!models! in!developing!economy!cities.! SCA's!hallmark! initiative! is! the!

Developing!Smart!Cities!platform.!
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419 Participation in international seminars 

From time to time, CAHF is invited, or identifies the opportunity, to present its work in international conferences 
and forums.  This offers a useful dissemination and advocacy opportunity.  An important forum is the Making 
Finance Work 4 Africa Housing Finance Donors Working Group, which meets annually.  FSDA support would 
enable CAHF staff to participate in such meetings as the opportunities arise.  

 

Partners and stakeholders 

CAHF already has an established and wide network of stakeholders and partners, operating at the local, national, 
regional and continental level, across the public, private, and NGO sectors.  Its main funders are FSD Africa, the 
National Housing Finance Corporation and the FinMark Trust, as well as the African Union for Housing Finance, 
to whom it provides Secretarial services and support.  CAHF’s Citymark programme brings in revenue 
specifically to support that work.  In addition, CAHF hopes to work with country-level FSDs in support of their 
local efforts to grow housing finance markets. 

 

Beyond these funding relationships, CAHF works with the partners to the African Housing Microfinance Initiative 
(AHMFI) – Homeless International, Rooftops Canada, Habitat for Humanity International, We Effect (formerly the 
Swedish Cooperative Centre), and Development Workshop (Angola).  CAHF is also part of the Housing Finance 
Donors working Group of the Making Finance Work for Africa initiative (MFW4A HFDWG).  As secretariat to the 
African Union for Housing Finance, CAHF has strong relations with that body’s 40 member institutions, who 
come from 16 countries across Africa.  In addition, we work with the University of Cape Town / Wharton 
School’s International Housing Finance Programme.   

Stakeholders with whom we engage include the African Ministerial Conference on Housing and Urban 
Development (AMCHUD), UN Habitat, Cities Alliance, The World Bank, IFC, Shelter Afrique, African 
Development Bank, Planet Finance, and various NGOs.  We also engage regularly with institutions in the private 
sector – whether financiers, building material suppliers, developers or other housing sector players.  Our mailing 
list is long, and across all of these institutions we have been recognised as the central point of information and 
analysis on affordable housing finance in Africa.   
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!

!

Conclusion 

CAHF’s current programme of work represents a culmination of its work in the housing finance sector across 
Africa since 2010, and FinMark Trust’s housing finance theme work in South Africa and the SACU region 
between 2003 and 2010.  There is clearly a unique opportunity for an organisation such as ours whose sole 
objective is the development of a functioning, African-based, affordable housing sector.  We are positioning 
CAHF to be that hub, continuing our long-standing commitment to the wide range of efforts required across 
multiple local contexts, investment models and policy priorities.  It is complicated but we have a solid grasp of 
the effort required, the areas and activities needed, and the best application of our research, tools and expertise.  
We are excited about this opportunity to branch out and look forward to engaging with partners across Africa 
and globally to realise our vision for effective housing markets that meet the needs of the poor across the 
continent.  
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ANNEXES 

 

Annexure 1: Overview of the Centre for Affordable Housing Finance in Africa 

Vision, mission, objectives 

The Centre for Affordable Housing Finance in Africa originated as a division of the FinMark Trust, a non-profit 
trust with a mission of ‘making financial markets work for the poor’.  In May 2014, CAHF was established as a 
not-for-profit company in terms of South African company law, independent from the FinMark Trust.  The vision 
of CAHF is an enabled affordable housing finance system in countries throughout Africa, where governments, 
business, and advocates work together to provide a wide range of housing options accessible to all.  CAHF’s 
mission is to make Africa’s housing finance markets work, with special attention on access to housing finance for 
the poor.  We pursue this mission through the dissemination of research and market intelligence, supporting 
cross-sector collaborations and a market-based approach.  The overall goal of our work is to see an increase of 
investment in affordable housing and housing finance throughout Africa: more players and better products, with 
a specific focus on the poor. 

Our work covers four main areas: (1) understanding housing markets, (2) monitoring housing sector 
performance, (3) exploring innovation in housing finance, and (4) supporting housing sector market 
development.   

Since its formation, the CAHF has come to be known as the most comprehensive and up to date source of 
information on housing finance in Africa.  Its research and other material is regularly used by investors, lenders, 
pension funds, and other financiers; legal practitioners, researchers and academics; policy makers and other 
housing finance practitioners to scope and pursue the opportunities for extending access to housing finance 
across Africa.  As a thought leader in the sector, CAHF is a respected advocate for financial inclusion in housing 
finance in Africa.  Our work is available on our website: www.housingfinanceafrica.org.  We also host a 
Facebook page with 456 ‘Likes’ (https://www.facebook.com/HousingFinanceAfrica) and tweet regularly 
(@keciarust) to 517 followers. 

High level programme of work 

Valuing innovation, evidence-based decision-making, collaborative networks, and local expertise, CAHF focuses 
on promoting the opportunities to be found in under-served housing markets across Africa.  As part of this 
approach, CAHF regularly undertakes and commissions research; develops market intelligence on country and 
regional housing markets; hosts forums, strategy discussions, and workshops; and participates in local and 
international conferences and debates on housing finance.  The Centre also provides strategic and secretarial 
support to the African Union for Housing Finance (www.auhf.co.za), and is a founding member and driver of the 
African Housing Microfinance Initiative. 

Drawing on its experience over the past few years, CAHF’s work is therefore structured in four themes: 

1. Understanding housing markets: this involves an in-depth research programme to establish how housing 
markets – both formal and informal – function, and the demands that this places on policy, products and 
systems in the housing sector.  This theme provides the research underpin to inform the advocacy and 
support work of CAHF.  

2. Exploring innovation in housing finance: in under-developed markets, all work can be classified as 
innovative.  This theme gives special focus to innovation that extends access to housing finance for lower 
income earners – whether through the development of mortgage guarantees to support access to mortgage 
finance, the development of a housing microfinance sector that addresses the needs of those still lower 
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down, or interventions which might be implemented by the state in support of a market-based approach 
that reaches the poor.   

3. Monitoring housing sector performance: data-intensive, this theme champions the information needs of 
investors, practitioners and policy makers towards better decision-making and implementation in the 
housing sector.  The theme focuses explicitly in making affordable and low-income markets – whether 
formal or informal – visible, as a strategy to support product innovation and effective targeting of lower 
income segments.  

4. Supporting housing sector market development: in this theme, CAHF’s work takes on a practical 
application, with a direct focus on its goal of seeing an increase of investment in affordable housing and 
housing finance throughout Africa: more players and better products, with a specific focus on the poor.  
Support is offered directly to industry practitioners (such as through the African Union of Housing Finance 
(AUHF), and the African Housing Micro Finance Initiative (AHMFI)), more broadly through the promotion of 
professional development, and then in the development of tools that facilitate investment decision-making. 

 

Legal structure and Board 

CAHF has been registered in South Africa as a non-profit company, registration number 2014/092722/08, in 
terms of section 14 of the Companies Act 2008. 

CAHF has been established with three initial Board members: 
• Paul Jackson, CEO Trust for Urban Housing Finance, South Africa 
• Cas Coovadia, CEO Banking Association South Africa / Chair FinMark Trust / Treasurer AUHF 
• Frank Ireri, CEO Housing Finance Bank Kenya 

An additional three directors are currently being registered with CIPC 
• Mark Napier, Executive Director, FSD Africa, Kenya 
• Mandu Mamatela, National Housing Finance Corporation 
• Kecia Rust, Executive Director, CAHF 

Organisational structure 

CAHF is a small, highly networked organisation.  Our overall approach to meeting our human resources needs is 
to limit staff to a minimum core, and draw in specialist capacity as needed to champion specific projects.  Full 
time staff members are highly experienced in their fields, and will, together with a wider network of associates 
and consultants, perform and direct the overall programme of work.  
 
In its current structure, CAHF involves four divisions: 

 
• Research division.  This division will host the full research programme – that is, work undertaken in terms of 

the first three CAHF themes (understanding housing markets, monitoring housing sector performance, and 
supporting innovation in housing finance) 

• CityMark division.  This division will focus exclusively on building and developing CityMark, and integrating 
the tool into public and private sector decision-making processes.  While work in South Africa will be the 
ongoing focus of CityMark, increasingly thorughout the five year programme, opportunities to launch 
CityMark in other cities in the region (Nairobi, Lusaka, Dar es Salaam, etc.) will be explored and pursued. 

• Market development & support division.  This division will champion the fourth CAHF theme, supporting 
housing market development.  The manager will be responsible for working with and growing the AUHF 
membership base, and linking players with one another in support of market opportunities. 

• Administration.  The Administration division will be run by a Finance and Office Manager who will ensure 
the smooth functioning of the organisation and compliance with all requirements, legislative and otherwise.  
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Annexure 2: The business case: why we focus on housing finance  

1. Housing is important because of its performance as both a private asset and as a public good.  For the 
individual household, housing can perform as an asset financially (as something that can be leveraged to 
raise credit, or which can be sold to realise equity), economically (as something from which an income can 
be earned on an ongoing basis), or socially (as a base within the community).  Housing is therefore an 
important tool in the realization of sustainable livelihoods for especially the poor.  As a public good, the 
housing sector is a rapidly growing (and in Africa, under-invested) subsector of the economy, and over time 
will represent substantial portion of GDP.  The housing and housing finance sectors have a range of hidden 
multipliers that are particularly useful for developing economies.  

 
2. Finance is a critical and underserved component of the housing delivery chain. The realisation of effective 

housing markets in Africa is dependent on appropriately targeted housing finance products that improve 
housing affordability and overcome constraints in access that currently make adequate housing unaffordable 
to the vast majority. Finance is integral to every link in the housing delivery chain.  While a key focus must 
be on access to end-user finance (whether mortgage or non-mortgage), attention to the finance moments that 
arise throughout the housing delivery chain – whether this is a formal, developer-driven process, or an 
individual-driven incremental housing process, is critical.  These are supported, of course, by the finance 
delivery chain – an enabling macro-environment; the presence, interest and capacity of investors; and the 
engagement of financiers. 
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3. The relative strength of the housing delivery chain has an impact on the availability of finance.    Inasmuch 
as finance is integral to every link in the housing delivery chain, the housing delivery chain itself influences 
the availability and performance of finance.  Improving the flow of finance for housing requires 
improvements along the value chain – some of which extend outside of the housing finance sector. A weak 
value chain discourages investors, so they seek other targets and relegate housing sector investment to 
government.  Government, however, does not have the capacity invest in the nation’s housing process on its 
own – investor interest must be captured and maintained if the housing sector is to grow and develop and 
meet the needs of all residents. 

 

4. Only a minority of the population can afford to buy the cheapest, newly built house built by a private 
developer; and government cannot afford to subsidise the remainder.  At the top end, only the minority will 
ever be able to access a mortgage.  At the bottom end, government only has the capacity to serve a small 
proportion of households (if any at all) with affordability challenges.  In the middle, however, is a large 
population with some level of affordability to participate in their housing process, if appropriate finance is 
available that responds to their financial realities; and if a housing process is in place that enables more 
affordable housing options.  A diverse housing finance sector, with engaged private sector participation that 
responds to the diversity of demand and affordability, is critical. 

5. Market segmentation creates a diverse array of opportunities for private sector engagement.  With good 
demand-side data, the scale of the housing finance opportunity can be quantified for stakeholders.  It is 
significant.  With an urbanisation rate of 3.5% over the past two decades, Africa’s cities are the fastest 
growing in the developing world.  Currently, about 40% of the continent’s one billion people live in cities 
and towns; and it is estimated that in the next few years, some African cities will be home to as much as 
85% of their country’s population.  UN Habitat expects the tipping point to be hit by 2030, when the 
continent will be 50% urbanised. The opportunity for investment in residential property is obvious.  But 
without the data and market intelligence, investors won’t know where to start; and without an enabling 
policy & regulatory framework, their ability to make an impact will be limited. 
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Annexure 3: Our theory of change  

1. Making housing markets work requires detailed market segmentation that understands the housing 
financing capacities and needs of the entire population.  Different housing types and processes are more or 
less appropriate for different market segments.  The availability of these options can be enhanced with 
targeted policy and regulatory interventions: demand- and supply-side subsidies, tax incentives, guarantees, 
regulations, etc., as well as enabling environments to promote appropriate financing arrangements and 
investor attention.  Understanding demand side capacity of households to participate in their own housing 
process can assist policy makers and private sector players understand where the gaps and niches are for 
their interventions or products.  Our work on end-user finance and policy or regulatory interventions must be 
informed by an awareness of housing supply options – and the value chains which drive these - which 
themselves are influenced by the financial market. 
 

 
 

2. Market intelligence & data is fundamental market infrastructure. In providing market intelligence that 
makes the case for investment in underserved markets, we can support a better policy environment & 
increased activity in affordable housing markets.  In this way, we catalyse scale interventions. 
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3. The establishment of a housing finance sector will gear isolated practice into a wider effort in which the 

whole is greater than the sum of its parts – this is how scale will be achieved.  However, the competitive 
environment can militate against cooperation in data sharing and product development – although these are 
critical especially in this early phase of market development.  Further, as the housing finance sector is a 
composite of multiple sectors that are often siloed apart in both policy and practice, market development 
will require the identification of and support for market champions, and active networking support and 
facilitation. For this reason, CAHF engages explicitly with the African Union for Housing Finance, an 
industry body, the African Housing Microfinance Initiative, and other parties. Its focus on investment 
facilitation is about creating a sense of a housing finance ‘sector’ that has a track record on which investors 
can depend to clarify their risk and return assumptions and stimulate market interest and investment in 
innovation. 

 
!  
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Annexure 4: Our strategic approach 

1. Evidence-based advocacy and engagement.  CAHF has positioned itself as the central source of information 
and analysis on affordable housing finance in Africa – and continues to articulate this through its ongoing 
research and dissemination activities.  To be a catalyst for change and to encourage greater investment in 
affordable housing, we need to demonstrate the business case with clear evidence, championing the 
information and understanding that stakeholders need to make their investment decisions and policy 
interventions in favour of this new market area.  This becomes the subject of our advocacy and enables us to 
actively engage in supporting market development, the impact of which we can then monitor over time. 
 

 
 

2. Platforms of activity. Our knowledge platform creates the evidence base from which we advocate for 
change and promote market development.  The advocacy platform is the space from which we engender 
interest in the opportunities for housing finance, both in investment and policy terms.  The growing 
acceptance of housing finance as fundamental to development and growth creates the opportunities for 
greater investment, which we support through our Market development platform.  Across the three platforms, 
we are strategic in our engagement and networking, identifying potential partners, facilitating dialogue 
between sectors, promoting professional development and building tools to facilitate conversations.   
 

3. A focus on both policy & practice.  A balanced focus on policy and practice is strategic, and activity in each 
influences the other.  Policy takes a long time, but can lead to sustainable change.  Practice can be 
influenced more immediately, but requires constant pressure. 

 
4. Levels of engagement & partnerships.  Africa’s housing finance sector lacks the basic market infrastructure 

(information, legislation, policy, value chain participation, etc.) to grow at the scale required and expressed 
by the housing need.  Support, institutional and organisational infrastructure must be grown and developed 
at both a national and regional level to enable housing finance markets to grow across the continent and be 
responsive to demand.  CAHF will focus on regional-level frameworks and multi-country comparisons, while 
partnering with national and local institutions to address national- and city-level issues. 
 

5. From theory to practice / from macro to local.  The focus of our efforts is on building the thickness of 
information in the housing finance market to encourage engagement by both the public and the private 
sectors.  In this, we seek to establish housing finance as a distinct and recognisable sector, highlighting 
opportunities for policy and practice and supporting especially, private sector innovation.  As CAHF works to 
build the macro-level market infrastructure, it will also support local level FSDs, NGOs and other 
stakeholders in building their own, local programmes to stimulate housing finance markets in their countries.  
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CAHF depends on this local level capacity, however, to ensure local relevance and attention, and access to 
the key stakeholders. 

 
6. How we organise our work.  Our work is organised into four broad themes.  Understanding housing markets 

gets to the heart of how housing and property markets function in a society, and seeks to understand the 
linkages of housing with other sectors in the economy while also exploring the contribution of housing to 
sustainable livelihoods.  Exploring innovation in housing finance uses this insight to consider appropriate 
housing finance products and services that meet the needs of the population.  Monitoring housing sector 
performance enables us to track the performance and impact of the housing sector and test whether the 
system is working.  In Supporting Market Development we advocate for, and work with practitioners towards 
the development of appropriate policies and products that meet the needs of especially the poor across 
Africa. 

!

 

!

CAHF is grateful to its funders and partners for their support in pursuing this programme of work. 
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